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ABSTRACT: The influence of applied electric field (FA) on the
absorption spectra of a methylammonium lead tri-iodide (MAPbI3)
crystalline film sandwiched between a fluorine-doped tin oxide
(FTO) layer and a polymer film of poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) (Sample I) and sandwiched between a compact layer of
titanium oxide (cp-TiO2) and a PMMA film (Sample II) has been
investigated by first harmonic modulation spectroscopy on various
temperatures in the range of 290−60 K. The linear electro-
absorption spectra, EA(1f), of the MAPbI3 film in Sample I showed
very different behaviors in the temperature range above and below
200 K. EA(1f) spectra show a shape similar to the second derivative
of the exciton absorption band having a Gaussian profile, and
switching between positive and negative signs is generated at 290 K
on alternating polarity of FA. With decreasing temperature, the same tendency of FA polarity-dependent EA(1f) switching was
maintained until ∼200 K. At temperatures below 200 K, the inversion of the EA(1f) signal was found with the same field direction of
FA, and the signal intensity increased with decreasing temperature. In sample II, the polarity-dependent EA(1f) signal was negligibly
small at room temperature but became prominent with decreasing temperature and followed the same trend as that in Sample I
observed at temperatures below 200 K, indicating that the substrate on which the MAPbI3 film was coated played a conclusive role
as the origin of the polarity-dependent EA(1f) spectra. The second-derivative-like shape of the interface- and temperature-sensitive
EA(1f) spectra is interpreted in terms of the polarity-dependent linear Stark shift of the exciton absorption band whose peak position
depends on the temperature and substrate on which the MAPbI3 film is coated.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, state-of-the-art organic−inorganic halide
perovskites (OIHPs) have emerged as a game-changer in
optoelectronic applications.1−4 Due to their superior optical
and electrical properties, OIHPs have sparked the “perovskite-
fever” that has inspired much research interest over the decade,
boosting power conversion efficiency (PCE) from 3.8 to
25.5%.1,5−9 Methylammonium lead tri-iodide (MAPbI3) is one
of the typical OIHPs that have attracted significant interest
from the scientific community for fundamental and applied
research.
Recently, electroabsorption (EA) spectroscopy, especially

the quadratic effect of applied electric field on absorption
spectra, has been used by monitoring the EA signal
synchronized at the second harmonic of modulation frequency
of the applied ac electric field (M-F-AEF). The resulting EA
spectra, EA(2f), have gained popularity as a method to study
the photophysics of exciton dissociation and charge generation
and to determine the effective mass and exciton binding energy

of OIHP films.10−19 The Stark effect and the Franz−Keldysh
(FK) oscillation have been used to interpret the measured
EA(2f) signal. The kinetics of ion migration in the MAPbI3
film has recently also been studied using EA(2f) measurements
to examine how light intensity influences the shape and
magnitude of the EA(2f) signals of exciton absorption with M-
F-AEF between 40 Hz and 1 kHz.20 In contrast with the
EA(2f) spectra, linear electric field effects on absorption
spectra, i.e., EA spectra obtained by monitoring the absorption
signal synchronized at the first harmonic of M-F-AEF, EA(1f),
have only been explored to a limited extent.19,21 Linear electric
field effects on absorption are usually expected for oriented
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molecular systems or dye molecules aligned on the sur-
face22−24 to give the first-derivative shape of absorption
spectra, coming from the linear Stark shift whose magnitude
depends on the difference in electric dipole moment between
the ground state and the photoexcited state. In randomly
distributed systems, such a shift is very difficult to expect
because of the cancellation of the signals coming from
absorbers oriented in opposite directions although a linear
electric field effect of band broadening and narrowing has been
reported in some semiconductor quantum wells.25−28

Contrary to such general expectation of the linear Stark
effect with a red shift or blue shift, we have observed EA(1f)
spectra of the MAPbI3 film, which are very similar in shape to
the second derivative of the exciton absorption band at room
temperature although the MAPbI3 crystalline film may be
regarded as a randomly distributed system. Such a shape is
usually interpreted in terms of spectral broadening and
narrowing, as explained in the analysis of the EA(2f) spectra.29

It was also found that the EA(1f) spectra of the MAPbI3 film
sandwiched between the fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) layer
and the polymer film of PMMA observed at room temperature
are very different from the EA(1f) spectra of the MAPbI3 film
sandwiched between the compact layer of TiO2 (cp-TiO2) and
the PMMA film, suggesting that the EA(1f) signal is very
sensitive to the interface of the MAPbI3 film. Switching of
physical parameters such as absorbance is very important to
design and develop novel materials of photonic and
optoelectronic devices including switches and modulators.30−33

Therefore, it is likely that the observed phenomena are
applicable to photoswitching devices. At the moment, however,
the mechanism of the interesting phenomena is not clear, and
the elucidation of the mechanism will be important as
fundamental research and for application.
MAPbI3 crystalline films show a phase transition at ∼120 K

from the tetragonal to the orthorhombic phase as the
temperature of the film decreases. Therefore, it is also
interesting to know whether EA(1f) depends on the crystal
phase. In this work, the EA(1f) spectra of the MAPbI3 film
sandwiched between the FTO layer and the PMMA film were
measured at temperatures in the range of 290−60 K, covering
two different crystal phases of MAPbI3 (tetragonal and
orthorhombic). We also measured the EA(1f) intensity of
the MAPbI3 film sandwiched between the TiO2 layer and the
PMMA film as a function of wavelength. The measurements
were done at various temperatures by inserting a cp-TiO2 layer,
as a layer between the FTO layer and the MAPbI3 film. Based
on the results, the following have been discussed: why the
polarity-dependent EA(1f) spectra that are very similar in
shape to the second derivative of the exciton absorption
spectra are observed, why polarity dependence becomes
reverse with decreasing temperature in some cases, and why
the EA(1f) intensity depends on the substrate on which the
MAPbI3 film is coated.
When the MAPbI3 film is used as a material for photovoltaic

devices, the Fermi level position in the band gap as well as the
efficiency of carrier doping may be tuned by the contacting
material, and optimization of interfaces will be necessary for
design and device optimization. In consideration of such
problems, detailed information about the interfacial properties
of materials on substrates is necessary. Even when the crystal
morphology is similar, chemisorbed species, which is very
different from the species inside the crystal, may be produced
on the interface, and the present results show that such an

interface specificity can be examined by the measurements of a
linear electric field effect on absorption spectra.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The samples of the MAPbI3 crystalline film, which was
sandwiched between the FTO layer and the PMMA film and
sandwiched between the cp-TiO2 layer and the PMMA film,
were prepared with the same methods as the ones reported
previously.14,21 EA measurements were performed using the
same methods as reported previously.21,34 These have been
described briefly.
2.1. Materials. Commercially available chemicals, i.e.,

titanium isopropoxide (TTIP) (97%, Aldrich), isopropyl
alcohol (IPA) (99.5% anhydrous, Aldrich), chlorobenzene
(CB) (99.8% anhydrous, Aldrich), dimethylformamide (DMF)
(99.8%, Aldrich), methylammonium iodide (MAI, home-
made), lead(II) iodide (PbI2) (99.9%, TCI), PMMA (MW ∼
1,20,000, Aldrich), and toluene (spectrophotometry grade, J.T.
Baker) were used without further purification. TiO2 solution
was prepared by adding TTIP (0.369 mL) into 2.53 mL of
IPA. 2 M HCl (0.035 mL) solution in 2.53 mL of IPA was
progressively added to the above-prepared TTIP solution with
constant stirring at room temperature for 3 h.
MAPbI3 precursor solution was prepared by mixing MAI

and PbI2 powders in a 1:1 molar ratio in DMF at 45 mass %.
The mixture was stirred for 12 h in a nitrogen-purged glovebox
at 70 °C.
2.2. Sample Preparation. The cp-TiO2 layer was obtained

by a spin-cast of the prepared TiO2 solution on the top of the
FTO-coated glass substrate at 4000 rpm for 30 s and kept on
the hot plate at 100 °C for 10 min to remove the solvent.
Then, the film was sintered at 450 °C for 1 h in the furnace.
The FTO or TiO2-coated FTO glass substrates were moved
into a glovebox for the following deposition. A certain amount
of the MAPbI3 precursor solution was spin-coated on the top
of FTO or cp-TiO2-coated FTO substrates for 15 s at 5000
rpm to deposit the MAPbI3 layer onto the substrates.
Following 5 s of spinning, CB was dripped onto the center
of the MAPbI3 films as an antisolvent. A PMMA insulating film
was coated on top of the MAPbI3 film, which protects the
prepared MAPbI3 film from the outside environment and from
direct contact with the metal electrode. Then, an aluminum
(Al) layer, which had a thickness of ∼15 nm, was deposited via
the vapor deposition method. Al and FTO layers were used as
electrodes for the application of external electric fields, FA. The
applied ac voltage was divided by the thickness of the sample
to determine the strength of FA. Here, the MAPbI3 film, which
was sandwiched between the FTO layer and the PMMA film,
is represented as Sample I, while the MAPbI3 film, which was
sandwiched between the cp-TiO2 layer and the PMMA film, is
represented as Sample II. The samples were prepared with the
same method as the one reported in our previous paper.21 The
thickness of the TiO2 film was estimated to be ∼60 nm by
using the SEM image, and the thickness between the surface of
the FTO layer and the surface of the PMMA film was
estimated by using a profilometer (Veeco Dektak 150) to be
∼0.8 μm.
2.3. Optical Measurements. EA spectra, i.e., FA-induced

change in absorption spectra, were obtained by monitoring the
FA-induced change in the transmitted intensity of incident light
(ΔITLI) with a JASCO FP-777 spectrometer, where a xenon
(Xe) lamp was used as a light source. The light beam from the
Xe lamp was irradiated on the sample in such a way that the
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light beam directly struck the sample side in a focus point. A
fraction of the incident light was absorbed, and the resulting
transmitted light intensity (ITLI) was detected by an external
photomultiplier tube (PMT). The signal from the PMT was
amplified by using a preamplifier and divided into two
channels. The dc component of ITLI was recorded with a
computer, and the ac component of ΔITLI synchronized with
the modulated applied ac voltage was detected by a lock-in

amplifier (SR830, SRS) at the first harmonic (1f) and second
harmonic (2f) of M-F-AEF, i.e., 1 kHz. Then, EA intensity
(ΔA) corresponding to 1f and 2f were obtained from

A I
I

1
log 10

TLI

TLI
= and A I

I
2 2

log 10
TLI

TLI
= , respectively.21,35−38

A cryogenic refrigeration system (V202C5LR, Daikin) with
quartz optical windows was used to record the temperature-
sensitive EA spectra. A temperature controller (Model 9600,

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of sample I (a, b) and sample II (c, d), where the MAPbI3 film was sandwiched between the FTO layer and the
PMMA film and sandwiched between the cp-TiO2 layer and the PMMA film, respectively, and FA with the positive direction (a, c) and negative
direction (b, d).

Figure 2. EA spectra of sample I at 290 K (upper left), 220 K (upper right), 120 K (lower left), and 60 K (lower right) observed with FA having a
strength of 0.3 MV cm−1 and modulation frequency of 1 kHz. EA(2f) spectra (a) and EA(1f) spectra (b) observed with the positive field direction
(green) and negative field direction (red). See Figure 1 for the field direction. Absorption spectra are also shown by red dotted lines in (a).
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Scientific Instruments) combined with a silicon diode
thermometer (Si-410 A, Scientific Instruments) was used to
control and monitor the substrate’s temperature.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A schematic illustration of Samples I and II, on which a
sinusoidal ac field, FA, having 1 kHz (M-F-AEF) was applied, is
shown in Figure 1. Positive and negative directions of FA
represent the directions from Al to FTO and FTO to Al,
respectively. Unless otherwise noted, EA spectra were
measured with a field strength of 0.3 MV cm−1 in each
direction of FA, by monitoring ΔITLI synchronized at 1f ofM-F-
AEF of FA, and the observed spectra are represented as EA(1f)
spectra. EA spectra were also measured by monitoring ΔITLI
synchronized at 2f of M-F-AEF of FA although the EA spectra
observed at 2f at various temperatures and their analysis have
already been reported.14 Note that these E-A spectra are
represented as EA(2f) spectra. It is noted that the M-F-AEF of
FA used in the present study, i.e., 1 kHz, is high enough to
neglect the illumination power dependence.20

EA(1f) and EA(2f) spectra were measured at various
temperatures in the range of 290−60 K. The results at 290,
220, 120, and 60 K are shown in Figure 2. The remaining
results are shown in the Supporting Information (SI), i.e.,
Figure S1. It is found that the measured EA(1f) spectra
remarkably depend on temperature, i.e., EA(1f) spectra are
very sensitive to temperature. In every case, the EA(1f)
intensity was linearly proportional to the strength of FA up to
0.3 MV cm−1 (Figure 3), while the EA(2f) intensity was
proportional to the square of the strength of FA, as already
reported.12,14 The EA(2f) spectra obtained at various temper-
atures were essentially the same as the ones already
reported.14,15 The EA(2f) spectra could be interpreted in
terms of the quadratic Stark effect, and the EA(2f) spectra
could be reproduced by a linear combination of the zeroth,
first, and second derivatives of the exciton absorption band,
which gives a Gaussian shape. Since the largest contribution is
the second-derivative component, the spectral shape of the

EA(2f) spectra mainly corresponds to the spectral broadening
of the exciton absorption band, which results from the change
in the electric dipole moment following photoexcitation, i.e.,
Δμ. From the contribution of the first-derivative component,
the magnitude of the change in polarizability following
excitation into the exciton band, i.e., Δα, was also determined,
and the magnitudes of Δμ and Δα at different temperatures
have been reported in our previous paper.14 Temperature-
dependent EA(1f) spectra, which also depend on the polarity
of FA, are very different from the EA(2f) spectra.
The EA(1f) spectra of Sample I observed with positive and

negative directions of FA are essentially the same in shape but
opposite in positive and negative signs at any temperature.
Regardless of the amplitude and sign of the EA(1f) signal, the
shape and peak position of the EA(1f) spectra are comparable
to the ones of the EA(2f) spectra in most cases. The polarity
dependence in the EA(1f) spectra has also been found to
depend on temperature in Sample I. The EA(1f) spectra
observed at 290 K are essentially the same as those we
reported earlier;21 a shape similar to the positive or negative
second derivative of the exciton absorption band was observed
with a positive or negative direction of FA, respectively (see
Figure 2). As shown in Figures 2 and S1 of the SI, the same is
true at 240 and 220 K although the signal intensity of EA(1f)
became weaker with decreasing temperature. As the temper-
ature further decreased, an inversion of the polarity depend-
ence was observed; positive and negative second-derivative
shapes were observed with negative and positive directions of
FA, respectively, and not with positive and negative directions.
In the result, EA(1f) spectra at 120 and 60 K are completely
inverted, in comparison with the ones at 290−220 K (see
Figure 2). The temperature dependence of the peak intensity
of the EA(1f) spectra observed with the positive or negative
direction of FA is shown in Figure 3, which clearly indicates the
inversion of the polarity dependence with decreasing temper-
ature. It is known that the phase transition occurs at around
120 K from the tetragonal to the orthorhombic phase in the
MAPbI3 crystalline film as the temperature decreases from

Figure 3. (Left) plots of the magnitudes of the EA(1f) signal in sample I obtained at the positive and negative peaks as a function of the strength of
FA at 290 K (a) and 60 K (b). EA(1f) signals obtained with positive and negative field directions are shown by green and red circles, respectively.
(Right) plots of the intensity of the EA(1f) signal relative to the absorbance in sample I observed with FA having a positive field direction (c) and
negative field direction (d) as a function of temperature. The intensity was estimated with a field strength of 0.3 MV cm−1 at the peak of the EA(1f)
spectra, which nearly corresponds to the peak of the exciton absorption band. Red and black circles in (c, d) show the data in tetragonal and
orthorhombic phases, respectively.
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room temperature.14,39,40 In fact, the position that had the
minimum intensity in the EA(2f) spectra suddenly changed
with decreasing temperature from 140 to 120 K, as shown in
Figure S2 of the SI. As shown in Figures 2 and S1 of the SI, the
inversion of the polarity dependence of EA(1f) observed with
decreasing temperature did not follow the phase transition, and
the inversion occurred at around 160 K, where the MAPbI3
crystal is expected to be still in the tetragonal phase.
When the direction of the applied electric field was reversed,

the change in absorption intensity, i.e., the change in
transmitted light intensity, became opposite. A similar reversal
in absorption intensity could also be observed in Sample I by
changing the temperature, cf., the results at 290 and 60 K in
Figure 2. Then, there is a strong possibility that this kind of
reversibility between the increase and decrease of transmitted
light intensity by changing the direction of FA and by changing
the temperature can be used as a photoswitching device.
In contrast with Sample I, the EA(1f) signal of Sample II was

extremely weak at room temperature.21 Then, the temperature
dependence of EA(1f) and EA(2f) spectra of Sample II was
examined; the EA spectra of Sample II were also measured at
various temperatures ranging from 290 to 60 K. The results at
290, 240, 120, and 60 K are shown in Figure 4. The remaining
results are shown in Figure S3 of the SI. The EA(2f) spectra of
Sample II are nearly the same as the ones observed in Sample I,
as shown in Figure S2 of the SI. Prominent EA(1f) spectra
were observed in Sample II at all temperatures except at 290 K,
where the signal was not extremely weak, and EA(1f) spectra
showed a similar polarity dependence at every temperature

ranging from 240 to 60 K; EA(1f) spectra having a second-
derivative-like shape of the Gaussian profile were observed at
temperatures below 240 K, and the magnitude of the EA(1f)
signal increased as the temperature decreased. On alternating
the polarity of FA, the inversion of EA(1f) spectra was
observed, as in the case of Sample I; EA(1f) spectra in Sample
II showed a shape similar to the positive or negative second
derivative of a Gaussian profile, with a negative or positive
direction of FA, respectively. Note that the EA(1f) spectra of
Sample II are opposite in positive and negative signs to the
ones of Sample I observed at temperatures above 220 K (cf.
Figures 2 and 4). It was also confirmed that the magnitude of
the EA(1f) intensity in Sample II linearly increased on
increasing the applied field strength (Figure S4 of the SI), as
in the case of Sample I, indicating that the observed EA(1f)
spectra in Sample II also originated from the linear electric
field effect. The magnitude of the EA(1f) signal of Sample II
suddenly increased as the temperature decreased from 290 to
240 K and then gradually changed on further decreasing the
temperature, as shown in Figure 5. It was also confirmed that
the magnitude of the EA(1f) signal in the orthorhombic phase
was much larger than that in the tetragonal phase in both
Samples I and II.
In the quadratic Stark effect, where ΔA is proportional to the

square of the strength of FA, spectral shift and broadening
characterized by the first and second derivatives of the
absorption spectra are expected to arise from Δα and Δμ,
respectively.14 The values of Δα and Δμ determined from the
EA(2f) spectra can be regarded as the material parameters, but

Figure 4. EA spectra of sample II at 290 K (upper left), 240 K (upper right), 120 K (lower left), and 60 K (lower right) obtained with FA having a
strength of 0.3 MV cm−1 and a modulation frequency of 1 kHz. EA(2f) spectra (a) and EA(1f) spectra (b) obtained with the positive field direction
(green) and the negative field direction (red). See Figure 1 for the field direction. Absorption spectra are also shown by the red dotted lines in (a).
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information about the interface of the sample is not included.
As a linear electric field effect on absorption spectra, the
spectral shift resulting from Δμ, i.e., − ΔμFA, can be
considered. If materials are randomly distributed in space,
this effect is canceled out with dipoles that have opposite
directions from each other. Only for the oriented system the
linear E-A spectra, which show a similar shape to the first
derivative of the absorption spectrum, are expected. Contrary
to the expectation, the observed EA(1f) spectra are very similar
in shape to the second derivative of a Gaussian profile,
implying spectral broadening and narrowing on alternating
polarity of FA. In fact, the shape of the EA(1f) spectra can be
roughly reproduced by assuming broadening or narrowing of

the exciton absorption band, whose bandwidth was estimated
at each temperature by analyzing the EA(2f) spectra.14 As
shown in Figure S5 of the SI, for instance, the EA(1f) spectra
of Sample I are roughly reproduced by assuming broadening or
narrowing of the exciton band by ∼0.8−1.0 at 290 K and by
1.0−3.0 cm−1 at 60 K, respectively, depending on the polarity
of FA. Note that the exciton absorption band was determined
to have a Gaussian profile with a full width at half-maximum
(fwhm) of 535 cm−1 at 290 K and 245 cm−1 at 60 K.14 Even if
the shape of the EA(1f) spectra can be reproduced, a simple
concept of field-induced spectral broadening and narrowing of
the exciton absorption band seems to be inappropriate as the
origin of the present EA(1f) spectra caused by the linear
electric field effect.
The linear Stark effect gives a spectral shift caused by Δμ.

Inside MAPbI3 films, where the direction of Δμ is considered
to be randomly oriented, the spectral shift can be canceled as
an overall average, resulting in no signal of the EA(1f), as
already mentioned. In Samples I and II, however, things may
be different. Molecular alignment at both interfaces may be
regarded as opposite to each other, i.e., the direction of Δμ of
materials that are located on both interfaces may be considered
to be opposite to each other. In such a case, the spectral shift
induced by FA contributed from MAPbI3 located at both
interfaces may be canceled if the absorption bands of the
MAPbI3 film contacted on the FTO or cp-TiO2 layer and the
PMMA film are the same. If the position of the exciton
absorption band is not the same at both interfaces, however,
the EA(1f) signal may be observable. The exciton bands of
Sample I at the interface on the FTO layer and at the other
interlayer on the PMMA film may give the opposite shift to
each other in the presence of FA because of the opposite
direction of the electric dipole moment, μ, of MAPbI3 on both
interfaces. Then, a shape similar to the second derivative of a
Gaussian profile may be reproduced for the EA(1f) spectra, as
shown in Figure 6, depending on the difference in the position
of the exciton absorption bands at both interfaces. Note that
the first derivative of absorbance, i.e., dA/dν, is also shown in
Figure 6. Note that a small field-induced change in absorbance,
i.e., ΔA, is given by (dA/dν)(−ΔμFA) and that the magnitude
of Δμ of the MAPbI3 film estimated from the EA(2f) spectra

Figure 5. Plots of the intensity of the EA(1f) signal relative to
absorbance in sample II observed with FA having a positive field
direction (upper) and a negative field direction (lower) as a function
of temperature. The strength of FA was 0.3 MV cm−1. The intensity
was estimated at the peak of the EA(1f) spectra. The red and black
circles show the data at tetragonal and orthorhombic phases,
respectively.

Figure 6. EA(1f) spectra resulting from two absorption bands that have different peak positions and show opposite Stark shift to each other at
different interfaces. It is assumed that the absorption spectra G1 (red) and G2 (blue) show red and blue shifts in the presence of FA, respectively, (a,
b) and that G1 (red) and G2 (blue) show blue and red shifts, respectively (c, d). These changes correspond to switching of the direction of FA. The
spectral shift is given by the first derivative of the absorption spectra, i.e., dG1/dν (G1′) and dG2/dν (G2′), and the EA(1f) spectrum is given by G1′
+ G2′.
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was reported in the SI of our previous paper.14 At 290, 220,
120, and 60 K, for example, the magnitudes of Δμ are ∼8, ∼6,
∼12, and ∼14 D, respectively, resulting in the magnitudes of
ΔμFA of ∼40, ∼30, ∼60, and ∼70 cm−1 with 0.3 MV cm−1 for
FA. With this scheme, the polarity dependence of the EA(1f)
spectra can be interpreted well because positive and negative
signs of the EA spectra of MAPbI3 at both interfaces are
reversed by changing the direction of FA. As shown in Figure 7,
the EA(1f) spectra observed at 290 and 60 K in Sample I can
be reproduced quite well by considering a difference between
peak positions (Δν) in the absence of FA by 1.0−1.4 and 1.4−
1.8 cm−1, respectively, for exciton absorption bands of MAPbI3
at different interfaces. The fwhm (Γ) values of the exciton
absorption band are assumed to be 535 and 245 cm−1,
respectively, at 290 and 60 K.14 The results that both observed
and simulated EA(1f) spectra are not completely consistent
may be due to the simple assumption that the exciton
absorption band shows a Gaussian profile.
The inversion of the polarity-dependent E-A spectra with

decreasing temperature in Sample I can also be explained by

assuming a change in the positional relationship between the
exciton absorption bands of MAPbI3 at different interfaces, as
shown in Figure 8, where the sum of ΔA, i.e., the sum of dA/
dν at both interfaces, is given as a function of the energy
difference between peak positions of the bands of MAPbI3
located at different interfaces. The exciton absorption band of
MAPbI3 on the FTO layer may be located in the higher
wavenumber region than that on the PMMA film at room
temperature, whereas the exciton absorption band of MAPbI3
on the FTO layer may be located in the lower wavenumber
region than that on the PMMA film at temperatures below 200
K. As the energy separation between absorption bands of
MAPbI3 located at different interfaces becomes smaller, the
magnitude of the EA(1f) signal becomes smaller, as shown in
Figure 8. The fact that the EA(1f) signal in Sample I became
smaller and finally the positive and negative signs of the spectra
became opposite with decreasing temperature from 290 to 60
K indicates that energy separation between exciton absorption
bands of the MAPbI3 film located at different interfaces
became smaller with decreasing temperature and finally the

Figure 7. Simulation of the EA(1f) spectra of sample I at 290 K (left) and 60 K (right) with a Gaussian profile of the absorption spectra having
fwhm values of 535 cm−1 (a) and 245 cm−1 (c). EA(1f) spectra are simulated with Δν = 1.0 and 1.4 cm−1 (b) and −1.4 and −1.8 cm−1 (d) with a
positive direction of FA. EA(1f) spectra are also simulated with Δν = −1.0 and −1.4 cm−1 (b) and 1.4 and 1.8 cm−1 (d) with a negative direction of
FA. Red and green lines show the observed spectra, and black and violet lines show the simulated spectra. See Figure 8 for the positive and negative
values of Δν, which is the energy separation between two absorption peaks in the absence of FA.

Figure 8. EA(1f) spectra depend on the energy separation (Δν) between peaks of two absorption bands at ν1 and ν2, i.e., Δν = ν2 − ν1. Absorption
spectra given by red and blue lines are assumed to show red shift and blue shift, respectively, in the presence of FA, and the first derivatives of these
absorption bands are shown below. EA(1f) spectra given by the solid line in the lower figures come from two absorption bands having different
peaks and opposite Stark shift to each other, i.e., black lines in the lower figures show the sum of the first derivatives of these two absorption bands.
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positional relationship between the absorption bands reversed,
as shown in Figure 8.
It is well-known that the peak of the exciton absorption band

of the MAPbI3 film depends on temperature remarkably,14 and
the absorption peak is expected to be different at each
temperature between MAPbI3 films on the FTO layer and on
the PMMA film. Further, the electronic structure of the
MAPbI3 film has been reported to depend on the substrate on
which the MAPbI3 film is coated, including the possibility of a
chemical reaction at the interface.41,42 The present results of
EA(1f) spectra imply that the morphology of MAPbI3 at the
interface significantly depends on the contacted substrate and
on temperature, even when the morphology of the bulk crystal
is independent of the substrate on which the MAPbI3 film is
coated. In a recent paper,43 the importance of interlayer
morphology in perovskite crystallization has been emphasized
in relation to photovoltaic performance and I−V hysteresis in
perovskite solar cells.
The temperature dependence of the EA(1f) spectra of

Sample II can also be interpreted in terms of the above-
mentioned model. The result that the EA(1f) signal is very
weak at room temperature suggests that the peak position of
the exciton absorption band of Sample II is nearly the same at
both interfaces at room temperature. As the temperature
decreased, the difference in peak position between the
absorption bands of MAPbI3 located at both interfaces is
considered to become larger. In contrast with Sample I,
probably there is no change in the positional relationship
between exciton absorption bands of MAPbI3 at both
interfaces, even with decreasing temperature; in Sample II,
the absorption peak of MAPbI3 located on the cp-TiO2 layer
may be located in the longer wavelength than that of MAPbI3
on the PMMA film (or vice versa) at temperatures in the range
of 290−60 K, and the difference between absorption peaks is
considered to become larger with decreasing temperature.
The present results clearly show that the interface of the

MAPbI3 nanocrystalline film on substrates is extremely
important for the EA(1f) spectra. In quantum well (QW)
excitons, it was suggested that interface roughness might show
a linear correlation with the field contribution to the line width
of the exciton,25 resulting in switching between broadening
and narrowing of the bandwidth of the exciton absorption
band with a change in field polarity. The present results seem
to be very similar to the above-mentioned phenomena
expected in QW although the present sample of the MAPbI3
film was just sandwiched with different substrates. In both
cases, there is no doubt that the interface of the film plays a
conclusive role in the appearance of the linear electric field
effect, which reminds us of narrowing and broadening of the
spectral bandwidth, depending on the polarity of FA. There is
no doubt that EA(1f) signals are strongly related to the
electronic structure of materials on the interface, and selection
of the substrate on which materials are coated is extremely
important to consider for optoelectronic devices such as
photovoltaic cells. The present results show that interfacial
properties of perovskite materials are very sensitive not only to
the substrate but also to temperature, implying that device
performance also shows a sensitive temperature dependence.
At the moment, however, the relation between the EA(1f)
signal and device performance in optoelectronic devices is not
known well, which will be a future problem.
Besides the concept that the linear Stark shift which gives

different behaviors at both interfaces plays a conclusive role in

the appearance of the EA(1f) signal, it may also be necessary to
consider the possibility that the spectral bandwidth itself
changes with applied electric fields as the origin of the EA(1f)
spectra observed in the present study. A temperature-sensitive
exciton bandwidth in a semiconductor at temperature T, ΓEP
(T), is related to an exciton−phonon interaction and given by
Γ0 + γT + γBNL (T),44 where the first term corresponds to
temperature-independent broadening, caused by scattering due
to impurities and/or imperfections. The second and third
terms are caused by interactions of the exciton with acoustic
phonons and LO phonons, respectively. γ and γB are the
coupling strengths between the exciton and acoustic phonon
and between the exciton and LO phonon, respectively; NL(T)
is given by 1/[exp(EL/kBT) − 1], with phonon energy EL and
Boltzmann constant kB. LO phonons might scatter excitons to
bound and continuum states. The value of ΓEP (T) of the
MAPbI3 film, i.e., fwhm, was evaluated by the analysis of the
EA(2f) spectra,14 and it was shown that ΓEP(T) monotonically
decreased as a function of T−1. However, it is unlikely that
ΓEP(T) shows a polarity-dependent linear field effect. There-
fore, the linear Stark shift which depends on the interface is the
most probable as a mechanism to interpret the EA(1f) signal
observed for the MAPbI3 films.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Temperature-sensitive EA(1f) spectra depend on the substrate
on which the MAPbI3 film was coated; EA(1f) spectra of
MAPbI3 films sandwiched between the FTO layer and the
PMMA film (Sample I) and between the cp-TiO2 layer and the
PMMA film (Sample II) show very different temperature
dependences from each other, indicating that EA(1f) spectra
depend on the temperature and substrate on which the
MAPbI3 film is coated. In both Samples I and II, EA(1f)
spectra, which are similar in shape to the second derivative of
the exciton absorption band having a Gaussian profile, depend
on polarity of FA; on alternating the polarity of FA, switching
between positive and negative second-derivative like shapes
was found in the EA(1f) spectra at any temperature. The signal
intensity of EA(1f) in Sample I decreased on decreasing the
temperature from room temperature, and the inversion of the
polarity dependence was observed at temperatures below 200
K. After the inversion, the magnitude of the signal intensity of
EA(1f) increased with a further decrease in temperature,
especially in the orthorhombic phase. In Sample II, the EA(1f)
signal, which was extremely weak at 290 K, increased with
decreasing temperature with the same polarity dependence as
the one observed in Sample I at temperatures below 200 K.
The clear difference in the EA(1f) spectra between Samples I
and II indicates that the interface between the MAPbI3 film
and the substrate on which the MAPbI3 film is coated plays a
crucial role in the EA(1f) spectra of the exciton absorption
band of MAPbI3 films. The shape similar to the second
derivative of a Gaussian profile is interpreted in terms of the
linear Stark shift of the exciton absorption band of the MAPbI3
film by assuming that the absorption peak of the exciton band
of the MAPbI3 film is different at both interfaces. Temper-
ature-dependent inversion of the polarity-dependent EA(1f)
spectra in Sample I is interpreted in terms of reversal of the
positional relationship between exciton absorption bands of
MAPbI3 at both interfaces. In the results, the switching of the
EA(1f) spectra can be observed by alternating the polarity of
FA in Samples I and II and also by changing the temperature in
Sample I.
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